ABSTRACT The deployment of wireless sensor nodes affects the WSN performance, such as the sensing coverage, the connectivity between sensor nodes, and the network lifetime. The deployment is much more complicated when the sensor nodes are heterogeneous and there are some environmental obstacles in an area of interest. The deployment of heterogeneous sensor nodes in an area of interest with obstacles is a challenging problem and also proven to be an NP-complete problem. This paper proposes and evaluates a wireless sensor node deployment algorithm, called DeVForce-AP. The proposed algorithm combines the benefits of the two well-known deployment algorithms, Delaunay triangulation method (D) and extended virtual force algorithm (eVForce), with the adaptive parameter (AP) tuning mechanism. The DeVForce-AP attempts to improve the sensing coverage and network lifetime of the heterogeneous wireless sensor node. The practical deployment problems, such as the environmental obstacles, the network connectivity, and the sensing coverage area, have also been addressed. The DeVForce-AP consists of two steps. In the first step, the DeVForce-AP applies the Delaunay triangulation method to find and eliminate the largest coverage hole in the area of interest. In the second step, the DeVForce-AP applies eVForce method to avoid the existence of environmental obstacles and maintain the network connectivity. Moreover, the proposed DeVForce-AP automatically adjusts its parameters to the environmental scenario. Thus, there is no need to configure the parameters of the DeVForce-AP. The simulation results show that the proposed DeVForce-AP outperforms the random deployment, the traditional Delaunay triangulation deployment, and the traditional virtual force deployment methods.
However, the deployment process faces with several challenges such as the conflicting relationship between the sensing coverage and the connectivity [19] , [20] , the heterogeneity of sensor nodes in the WSN [21] [22] [23] [24] , and the existence of the environmental obstacles [25] , [26] . These challenges make the wireless sensor nodes deployment process become much more complicated.
The conflicting relationship between the sensing coverage [27] and the sensor node connectivity [19] is one of the fundamental issues. While the sensor nodes should be scatteringly deployed to fulfill the area of interest, the degree of sensor node connectivity should be high to create the redundant links and makes the network lifetime long-lasting. If the deployment process aims to improve only the sensing coverage by scatteringly deploying the sensor nodes over the area of interest, this causes poor connectivity and also short-lived the network lifetime. On the other hand, if the deployment process aims to improve only the network lifetime, the deployment algorithm will try to place the sensor nodes close to each other, this causes poor sensing coverage. These two objectives are conflicting with each other. The deployment algorithm should attempt to balance these two objectives simultaneously.
The placement of sensor nodes should be considered the installation cost. If a large number of sensor nodes are used in the WSN application, the installation cost and the density of sensor nodes are high which the most of real-world the WSN application has limited in term of the installation cost [28] . For this reason, the number of deployed sensor nodes should be fit to the limited installation cost. The fit number of deployed sensor nodes also causes the fit density of sensor nodes. When the number of deployed sensor nodes are limited, the conflicting relationship between the sensing coverage [27] and the sensor node connectivity [19] have occurred.
In a practical deployment, the sensor node may be equipped with different hardware abilities depend on the limitation of the installation cost in each application [28] . For example, the expensive sensor nodes have more sensing and communication range than that of the normal sensor nodes. These sensor nodes form the heterogeneous wireless sensor network [22] . The heterogeneity of sensor nodes in the WSN causes the deployment of sensor nodes complicated. The variety of nodes' communication ranges have affected the connectivity between a pair of sensor nodes in the WSN. Therefore, the deployment algorithm should concern about the installation positions of the sensor nodes carefully.
Also, the area of interest may contain the environmental obstacles [25] such as trees, rocks, and buildings. The sensor nodes cannot be installed on these obstacles. The deployment process becomes more difficult in the practical deployment when the sensor nodes are heterogeneous and there are the environmental obstacles in the area of interest. Finding the appropriate positions of these heterogeneous sensor nodes in the area of interest with obstacles is a challenging problem and proven to be an NP-Complete problem.
To overcome the deployment problem, some algorithms are applied in the deployment process such as the Delaunay triangulation [29] , the virtual force algorithm [30] , and the meta-heuristic algorithms [31] , [32] . Each method provides some advantages and disadvantages. For example, the Delaunay triangulation can be applied in the deployment process that aims to improve the sensing coverage but the Delaunay triangulation causes poor in the network connectivity [27] , [33] [34] [35] [36] . The virtual force algorithm can be applied in deployment process that aims to maintain good network connectivity but it is empirical to find a good set of parameter values for an environmental scenario [37] . The meta-heuristic algorithm is able to solve optimization problems. However, the solutions of the meta-heuristic algorithm from the different independent runs are not the same [38] . The decision maker for the deployment process has to carefully choose the solution from different runs to implement.
This paper proposes to apply the Delaunay triangulation (D) and the extended version of traditional virtual force algorithm (eVForce) for the heterogeneous wireless sensor network in the area of interest with environmental obstacles. The Delaunay triangulation can be applied in the deployment process to improve the sensing coverage while the extended virtual force algorithm maintains the network connectivity that causes the long-lived network lifetime. The Delaunay triangulation method is applied to find the largest empty circle. This circle contains the biggest area that is not covered by any sensor nodes. A new sensor node will be deployed inside the largest empty circle to improve the sensing coverage. The center of the largest empty circle is used as a reference initial position of a new sensor node. Obviously, the reference position may not be an optimal position. The extended virtual force algorithm is proposed to adjusted the reference position by using the position of three sensor nodes of the largest empty circle as anchor nodes. These anchor nodes cannot move after deployed. The new sensor node will be deployed within this largest empty circle at the position which adjusted by the extended VFA of pre-deployed three sensor nodes. The anchor nodes concept prevents the last position's weakness of the traditional VFA. The extended virtual force algorithm is also able to cope with the existence of obstacles in the area of interest. The proposed DeVForce-AP deployment algorithm, which is the combining of Delaunay triangulation method and extended virtual force algorithm with the adaptive parameter tuning mechanism, attempts to simultaneously improve the sensing coverage and the network lifetime and automatically adjust the parameter values to the environmental scenario. The experimental results show that the proposed DeVForce-AP is able to find an appropriate position for each heterogeneous wireless sensor node in the area of interest with and without obstacles. This paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the wireless sensor node deployment principles. Section III describes the challenges in heterogeneous sensor nodes deployment problem (HND). Section IV describes the proposed DeVForce-AP algorithm. Section V presents simulation configurations and evaluates simulation results. Section VI concludes with discussion and future direction.
II. DEPLOYMENT PRINCIPLES
This section explains the wireless sensor network deployment principles which includes the WSN components, the network lifetime, the sensing coverage, the WSN deployment, the WSN deployment algorithms, and the literature reviews of famous deployment algorithms respectively.
A. WSN COMPONENTS
A wireless sensor network (WSN) contains a group of sensor nodes (SN). The main components of a sensor node consist of four units including the sensor device unit, the processor unit, the transmission unit, and the power unit [17] . Normally, the power unit is equipped with a small size of battery that causes limited energy in a sensor node. The sensor node monitors the environmental changes such as temperature, sound, and light in its sensing range. The sensing range depends on the sensor devices that are equipped in the sensor node. Generally, the sensing range is smaller than the communication range. Figure 1 [L] shows the sensing range and the communication range of a sensor node. The red dotted circle represents the sensing range of the sensor node. The blue dotted circle represents the communication range of the sensor node.
The sensing data of a sensor node is transmitted to a base station (BS) via multi-hop communication [39] . The multihop communication is able to transmit the sensing data via each pair of sensor nodes until the sensing data has arrived at the BS. Two sensor nodes can communicate and allow sending data to each other when each sensor node is in the communication range of each other, called the connectivity of sensor nodes. Figure 1 [R] shows an example of the connectivity between two sensor nodes. It is observed that the sensor node A is a neighbor of the sensor node B and the sensor node B is a neighbor of the sensor node A.
B. NETWORK LIFETIME Indeed, the connectivity is an important factor that affects the network lifetime of the WSN [20] . The network lifetime in this paper is defined as the time period that starts from the first sensing data is transmitted to the BS until the last sensing data is received by the BS. The connectivity losses when a sensor node run out of its energy. If a pair of sensor nodes losses their connectivity, the route of multi-hop communication will be damaged and the sensing data may not be able to arrive at the BS. This event causes the shortlived wireless sensor network; the network lifetime is short. On the other hand, the strong of connectivity causes the longlived wireless sensor network; the network lifetime is long. Thus, the connectivity is a fundamental issue that should be considered in the wireless sensor network deployment process.
C. SENSING COVERAGE
The sensing coverage is one of the most important performance metrics in WSNs [27] . In general, the coverage uses to answer the question ''How well do the deployed SNs observe in the area of interest?''. In most studies, coverage provides a measure of the Quality of Service (QoS) of sensor nodes deployment. That is, if the coverage value is high, the sensor nodes have a good chance to carry out its sensing task. Normally, the coverage of the wireless sensor network is calculated by the combination the sensing coverage of each sensor node.
The sensing coverage method can be classified into two types including area coverage and point coverage [40] . In the area coverage method, when an area of interest is a twodimension (2D) plane, the grid points are uniformly placed in the plane. The sensing coverage is measured as the number of grid points covered by at least one sensor node. In the point coverage method, given a finite set of interested points in the area of interest, the sensing coverage is measured as the number of interested points covered by at least one sensor node. Normally, the researches apply the area coverage as the sensing coverage performance metric of the deployment algorithm. That is reasonable because WSN applications focus on sensing coverage of the whole area of interest.
D. DEPLOYMENT PROCESS
The deployment of WSN affects almost its performance metrics such as the sensing coverage, the connectivity between a pair of sensor nodes, and the network lifetime. That is, if the deployment algorithm is able to find an appropriate position of each sensor node in an area of interest, WSN will work efficiently and meet the desired performance goals.
WSNs can be classified into two types including homogeneous and heterogeneous [22] . The homogeneous WSN is classified when all of the sensor nodes have the same set of abilities (e.g., battery capacity, sensor type, sensing range, and communication range). On the other hand, the heterogeneous WSN is classified when the sensor nodes have different set of abilities. For example, some sensor nodes may serve as cluster head nodes that have more communication range than the other sensor nodes. Since the communication range and the battery capacity of sensor nodes can be different, the node heterogeneity makes the deployment process of WSN highly complicated. VOLUME 6, 2018 Normally, the sensor nodes can be deployed in the area of interest to gather some information. Before using the sensor nodes to gather some information, the first important process is finding the appropriate position of each sensor node. This process is done by a deployment algorithm. The initial deployment of sensor nodes can be either random or deterministic [17] . In random deployment, all of sensor nodes are randomly placed in the area of interest; they may be dropped by an aircraft into the area of interest [41] . Random deployment seems to be the only feasible option in some WSN applications where the area of interest is inaccessible such as the disaster area or hard to access area. In deterministic deployment, the deployment algorithm will be executed with deployment parameters to find the appropriate position of each SN in the area of interest while the deployment algorithm considers one or more of the desired performance goals. The deterministic deployment is a suitable method for a wide variety of WSNs applications which the area of interest is accessible.
In general, the deterministic deployment of WSN separates into three steps as following: 1) define an area of interest, 2) execute the deployment algorithm to find the appropriate positions of the sensor nodes, and 3) place each sensor node at the position calculated by step 2. However, the area of interest in the real application may include the environmental obstacles such as trees, rock, building, etc [25] . These obstacles cause the deployment much more complicated because the sensor nodes cannot be deployed on these obstacles. Thus, the deployment algorithm should consider the position of each sensor node carefully. There are several methods that can be applied in the deployment process such as the Delaunay triangulation method [29] and the virtual force algorithm [30] . These methods aim to improve the WSN performance and meet the desired performance goals. After getting the position of each sensor node by the deployment algorithm, the sensor nodes will be placed in the area of interest. After placing the sensor nodes, the sensor nodes automatically form the network topology by exchanging their location information. Then, the WSN starts to gather the information and collects the sensing data at the base station (BS).
E. WSN DEPLOYMENT ALGORITHMS
To achieve the desired research objectives, some famous methods have been applied the deployment process such as the Delaunay triangulation and the virtual force algorithm.
The Delaunay triangulation (DT ) is an important data structure in the computer geometry [29] . It can be applied in the WSN deployment process to find the position that each sensor node should be deployed. A sensor node should be placed in the location that can increase the sensing coverage. The Delaunay triangulation method is applied to find a coverage hole, a region that other sensors cannot sense the environmental conditions. By the definition of the DT, a set G of points in a plane forms a triangulation called DT (G) . The circumcircle is a circle that passes the three point vertices of the triangle. The center of circumcircle is called circumcenter.
The DT(G) maintains a criteria that there is no other points inside the circumcircle of this triangle. This is called the empty circle property, which can be considered as a coverage hole in the WSN. Figure 2 [L] shows an example of a Delaunay triangulation. Each triangle consists of three vertices that located at the vertexes of the triangle. A straight line connects each pair of vertices form the triangle. A circumcircle is constructed by drawing a circle pass three vertices of this triangle. The DT can be applied in the WSN deployment process by considering the sensor nodes as the vertices of triangles and constructing the DT. The largest circumcircle can be found as the largest empty circle. This largest empty circle represents the largest coverage hole of the WSN. Thus, the new SN should be placed at the circumcenter to increase the coverage area of the WSN. The largest empty circle is the area that sensor nodes in the WSN hardly coverage. It can be called as the coverage hole of the WSN. If the coverage hole is large, the sensing coverage is poor. In contrast, if the largest coverage hole is eliminated, the sensing coverage can be improved. Figure 3 [L] shows an example of applying the DT in the SNs deployment process. The DT can be constructed and reveals the circumcircle of each triangle. It can be seen that the deployment algorithm is able to find the largest empty circle by using the empty circle property of DT. Figure 3 [R] shows an example of the largest coverage hole when the red dotted circle represents the sensing distance of each SN in the heterogeneous type.
Many research works have been studying in sensing coverage problem by using the combining computational geometry and graph theoretic techniques e.g. [27] , [33] [34] [35] [36] . Meguerdichian et al. [33] apply the Voronoi diagram and the DT in the deployment process to increase the sensing coverage. The Voronoi diagram is a dual structure of DT. If the Voronoi diagram can be constructed, the DT is also automatically constructed. The deployment algorithm that combines the Voronoi diagram and the DT is proposed and evaluated. The simulation results show that the deployment algorithm with computational geometry is able to improve the sensing coverage. The study in [27] is an extended version of [33] . The author of the paper also applies the Voronoi diagram and the DT to increase the sensing coverage. The optimal path that has the least total energy consumption and the minimal travel distance of data route have found by the algorithm. The simulation results show that the deployment algorithm is able to increase the sensing coverage while the total energy consumption is reduced. Wu et al. [36] proposed a deployment algorithm that aims to maximize the sensing coverage, called DT-Score. The DT-Score applies the DT method to find uncover regions in the area of interest. The proposed DT-Score separates into two phases. The first phase is the contour-based deployment and the second phase is the refined deployment. In contour-based deployment, the DT-Score tries to place sensor nodes along the boundary of the deployment area and the boundary of the polygon obstacle in the deployment area. This phase uses a lot of sensor nodes (over 200 nodes) to finish contour-based deployment. In the refined deployment, the DT was applied to eliminate the coverage hole by adding a new sensor node at the circumcircle. The simulation results show that DT-Score is able to improve the sensing coverage.
It can be observed that some of above deployment algorithms work only with homogeneous SN and they do not take into account the existence of environmental obstacles in the area of interest. Furthermore, some of above research works use large amount of the sensor nodes for fulfilling the area of interest perfectly. Thus, wasteful amount of sensor nodes will be deployed in the area of interest. This manner will make the installation cost very high and take a long time to execute the algorithms because the complexity of the deployment algorithm depends on the number of sensor nodes.
The virtual force algorithm (VFA) [30] is a decentralized sensor node redeployment method that aims to maximize the coverage after the initial random sensor nodes deployment. Each sensor node behaves as a source of the force that can either be attractive(+) or repulsive(-). If a pair of sensor nodes is too close to each other, the closeness is defined by a predetermined threshold (D th ), the repulsive force with (K r ) coefficient exerts on each sensor node. In contrast, if a pair of sensor nodes is too far apart from each other, the attractive force with (K a ) coefficient exerts on each sensor node. 
The VFA has two stopping criteria. The first criteria is the sensing coverage value that reaches the satisfaction value. The second criteria is the iteration number of running the VFA that reaches the predefined maximum value. Several research works have been studying by using the VFA for some desired objectives such as sensing coverage increasing [42] , the network connectivity maintenance [37] , the environmental obstacles avoidance [43] . Chen et al. [42] proposes the improved VFA to increase sensing coverage. This work varies coefficient parameters in VFA (i.e, K a and K r ) to adjust the attractive and repulsive force exerted among the sensor nodes. The simulation results show that the improved VFA gains the sensing coverage rate more than the traditional VFA. Li et al. [37] proposes the extended VFA for maintaining the SNs connectivity. The two policies have been addressed depend on communication range (R c ) of each sensor node. In the low R c scenario, the orientation force is proposed to guarantee the network connectivity. On the other hand, in the high R c , the judgment of the distance force between two nodes is proposed in order to prevent node stacking problem. The simulation results show that the extended VFA is able to find deployment layout of sensor nodes as connectivity uniformity. Mahfoudh et al. [43] proposes the improved VFA to cope with an obstacle in the area of interest. The obstacle is a 2D polygon plane that can be exerted the repulsive force similar to a sensor node does. The sensor nodes cannot be deployed on the obstacle. The simulation setup uses the U, L and Z shape of the obstacles in the area of interest. The simulation results show that the sensor nodes deployment position using improved VFA can avoid the presence of the obstacles in the area of interest.
However, the VFA suffers from some weaknesses. For example, the set of positions of the sensor nodes in each iteration is not the same. Thus, some sensor nodes may travel so far from the first deployment position. It is difficult to predict the last position of each sensor node. Also, it is difficult to set up the algorithm parameters (K a , K r ) in the VFA. The decision maker for the WSN deployment process has to pick the parameter value manually and these parameters affect the position of each sensor node. In the other word, these parameters affect the WSN performance.
This paper focuses on a deployment algorithm for heterogeneous wireless sensor network in the area of interest with obstacles. The objectives of this research aim to increase sensing coverage and maintain the network connectivity simultaneously. The heterogeneous sensor nodes deployment problem (HND) is formulated and proven to be an NP-complete (see Section III-E). To tackle the deployment problem, the DeVForce-AP is proposed. The proposed DeVForce-AP applies a Delaunay triangulation method that uses its position of three sensor nodes of the largest empty circle as anchor nodes. These anchor nodes cannot move after deployed. The new sensor node will be deployed within this largest empty circle at the position which adjusted by the improved VFA of pre-deployed three sensor nodes. The anchor nodes concept prevents the last position's weakness of the traditional VFA. After that, the proposed DeVForce-AP is able to automatically adjust parameter values for the heterogeneous wireless sensor networks. Thus, there is no need to configure parameter values in the proposed DeVForce-AP. To our knowledge, the proposed DeVForce-AP is one of the pioneering deployment algorithms that can increase sensing coverage and maintain the network connectivity simultaneously.
III. CHALLENGES IN HETEROGENEOUS SENSOR NODES DEPLOYMENT PROBLEM (HND)
This section explains the challenges of heterogeneous wireless sensor network deployment problem (HND) including the different of sensing and communication ranges in heterogeneous sensor nodes affects the network connectivity, the position of a new sensor node affects the sensing coverage and connectivity, the presence of environmental obstacles affects the WSN performance, and the HND is proven to be an NP-Complete problem respectively. for calculating sensing coverage. The calculating sensing coverage is explained in Section V-C1.
A. HETEROGENEOUS VS HOMOGENEOUS
Basically, the deployment of heterogeneous wireless sensor network is more complicated than the deployment of homogeneous wireless sensor network because the sensing ranges of the sensor nodes are different. The different sensing range causes the connectivity between a pair of sensor nodes that must be carefully taken into account. For example, Figure 5 [L] shows the connectivity between the sensor node A and the sensor node B in the homogeneous type. The red dotted circle represents a sensing range of each sensor node and the blue dotted circle represents a communication range of each sensor node. Normally, a communication range is a double size of a sensing range. It can be seen that node A is a neighbor of node B, and node B is a neighbor of node A. That is, node A can send its sensing data to node B and node B can send its sensing data to node A. In contrast, Figure 5 [R] shows the connectivity between node C and node D in the heterogeneous type. It can be seen that node C has more sensing and communication range than node D. Node D is a neighbor of node C but node C is not a neighbor of node D. That is, node C can send its sensing data to node D but node D cannot send its sensing data to node C. To improve the sensing coverage, the DT will be applied in the deployment process to find the largest empty circle. This largest empty circle is an area that fewer SNs are covered. The largest empty circle can be eliminated by adding a new sensor node; the sensing coverage will be increased. However, there are many positions to place a new sensor node. For example, the largest empty circle in Figure 6 that is the same in Figure 7 can be found by the DT method. Figure 6 shows the sensing range of the D 1 and D 2 position. Figure 7 shows the communication range of the D 1 and D 2 position. In Figure 6 and Figure 7 , node D is a new sensor node that will be deployed in the largest empty circle to improve the sensing coverage. If the deployment algorithm deploys node D at D 1 position which the D 1 position is a circumcenter position of the largest empty circle, it can be seen that node D cannot communicate with other nodes. Thus, the sensing coverage will be improved, but the connectivity is poor. On the other hand, if the deployment algorithm deploys node D at D 2 position, it can be seen that node D can communicate with node C, B and node A. For that reason, not only the sensing coverage will be improved but also the connectivity. Thus, the deployment algorithm carefully considers finding the appropriate position of the new sensor node in the largest empty circle.
B. CONFLICING RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE SENSING COVERAGE AND THE CONNECTIVITY
The connectivity is one of the important factors that affects to the WSN network lifetime [27] . If a goal of deployment algorithm is focused on improving the network lifetime, the deployment algorithm will try to place a new sensor node close to other nodes to increase the number of data transmission route and balance the sensor nodes' energy. This manner will cause the aggregation of the sensor node density; the network lifetime is improved. However, the sensing coverage is poor because the sensor nodes cannot be distributed in the area of interest. In contrast, if the deployment algorithm is focused on improving the sensing coverage, the deployment algorithm will try to spread the sensor nodes in the area of interest. This manner will cause a loose network connectivity. The sensing coverage is good but the network lifetime is poor since some nodes are used as bottle neck routes. Thus, the goal of this research is to propose a novel deployment algorithm that can consider the network lifetime and the sensing coverage as the conflicting objectives simultaneously.
C. ENVIRONMENTAL OBSTACLES
In a practical deployment, there are the environmental obstacles in an area of interest such as trees, rocks, buildings, etc [25] . The sensor nodes cannot be installed on these obstacles. The presence of obstacles causes carefully finding an appropriate position the sensor nodes. These obstacles also affect the WSN performance. Thus, the deployment process becomes much more difficult in practical deployment.
D. PARAMETERS IMPACT OF THE VFA
To avoid the presence of environmental obstacles, some research works apply the VFA in the deployment process. The obstacles exert the repulsive forces. This method can relieve the presence of environmental obstacles but the finding of the appropriate coefficient parameter values (K a , K r ) of VFA is still a problem. The user must set these parameter values carefully because these parameters affect the position of sensor nodes and the WSN performance.
E. A HND IS PROVEN TO BE AN NP-COMPLETE PROBLEM
Section III describe an overview and the challenges of a heterogeneous sensor nodes deployment problem (HND). The HND can be formulated in mathematics as shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 HETEROGENEOUS Sensor Node Deployment (HND)
INSTANCE: Given a finite set A is the position (x, y) of each SN and a finite set B is the coverage value of each SN respectively.,
The Coverage() is the function that calculates the sensing coverage value of each SN. Hence B = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n },
The instance of HND begins with given a finite set A is the position (x, y) of each sensor node that A = {(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), . . . , (x n , y n )} and n is a number of sensor nodes. Let B is a finite set that bring Proof: The subset sum problem (SSP) is one of the NPcomplete problems [44] . The SSP can be formulated as: given a set A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n }, a i ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let A be a set of subset sums;
Where L is any predefined positive number. It can be observed that the instance of SSP can be transformed into HND instance. The heterogeneous sensor node comprises of various types of sensor devices. Each heterogeneous sensor node has a different sensing and communication distance as described in Section I. Assume that the single research objective aims only to improve the sensing coverage value. Thus, the satisfied coverage value of the HND is a number of the predefined positive number (L) in subset sum problem. A set B in HND is comprised of the sensing coverage value of all sensor nodes regardless the existence of environmental obstacles. n is a number of sensor nodes. Therefore, the instance of SSP problem can be reducible to the instance of HND problem. If the verified solution of SSP is true, the verified solution of HND is also true. Hence, SSP is polynomially reducible to HND (SubsetSum ≤ p HND).
∴ HND is NP-hard. From Theorems 1,2 → HND is NP-Complete. Q.E.D.
IV. THE DeVForce-AP ALGORITHM
This section describes the proposed DeVForce-AP to address the heterogeneous sensor node deployment problem (HND).
The DeVForce-AP is designed to improve the sensing coverage and the network lifetime simultaneously. The DeVForce-AP applies the Delaunay triangulation to find the largest empty circle in the WSN. A new sensor node can be added in the largest empty circle for improving the sensing coverage.
After that, the DeVForce-AP applies the extended virtual force method to find a position of a new sensor node while still considering the connectivity of heterogeneous wireless sensor nodes and avoiding the existence of environmental obstacles. Moreover, the proposed DeVForce-AP can be applied in adaptive parameter tuning manner. There is no need to configure parameters of the proposed DeVForce-AP.
To overcome the research challenges, the DeVForce-AP that combines the benefits of the Delaunay triangulation method and the extended virtual force method is proposed to address the HND. The DeVForce-AP consists of two steps. In the first step, the DeVForce-AP applies the Delaunay triangulation method to find and eliminate the largest empty circle in the area of interest. This step aims to improve the sensing coverage by adding a new sensor node inside the largest empty circle. The circumcenter of the largest empty circle is used as the initial position of the new sensor node. After that, in the second step, the extended virtual force method is applied to adjust the position of the new sensor node inside the largest empty circle. Furthermore, the extended virtual force algorithm is applied to deploy the new sensor node avoiding the existence of environmental obstacles. The DeVForce-AP terminates when the amount of sensor nodes is depleted.
This section is organized as following: Section IV-A introduces the data types used in the DeVForce-AP algorithm. Section IV-B describes the DeVForce-AP main loop. Section IV-C describes Delaunay triangulation method in the DeVForce-AP algorithm to find the largest coverage hole in the WSN. Then, the Section IV-E explains how the extended virtual force method is applied to find the sensor node location in the area of interest. Table 1 shows the variables data types that are used in the proposed DeVForce-AP. The (Location) class contains the position (x, y) of a sensor node or the polygon vertex of an environmental obstacle. The (Location) class consists of two attributes, x and y. The data type of x and y are integers. 
A. THE VARIABLES DATA TYPES

Algorithm 3 THE DeVForce-AP Algorithm
Declare: To improve the sensing coverage, the DeVForce-AP tries to eliminate the coverage hole by adding a new SN inside the largest empty circle. The circumcenter position of the largest empty circle is assigned as an initial position of the new sensor node. In the second part, the extended VFA is applied to adjust the position of the new sensor node inside the largest empty circle while considering the network connectivity of the sensor nodes. The adaptive parameter tuning mechanism is proposed to adjust the parameter values (i.e., D th , K a , and K r ). The K a and K r are the coefficient parameters in the attractive force calculation and repulsive force calculation respectively. The extended VFA calculates the attractive force when the distance of the new sensor node and its paired node is greater than the distance threshold (D th ). In contrast, the extended VFA calculates the repulsive force when the distance of the new sensor node and its paired node is less than the distance threshold (D th ). The new position of the sensor node is adjusted by adding the total virtual force to the sensor node current position. In the third part, if there are the environmental obstacles in the largest empty circle, the DeVForce-AP algorithm adjusts the position of the new sensor node. If the position of the new sensor node is too close to the obstacle, only the repulsive force will be calculated by the extended VFA. The new position of the sensor node is calculated by adding the repulsive force to the sensor node current position. The DeVForce-AP starts with deploying initial three sensor nodes in the area of interest by random deployment method. After the random deployment, the initial positions of three sensor nodes are represented as s 1 , s 2 , and s 3 . These three positions are used as the input parameter of the DT_FINDLARGESTCIRCLE() procedure to construct the Delaunay triangulation and find the largest empty circle. The description of the DT_FINDLARGESTCIRCLE() procedure is explained in Section IV-C. After the largest circle was found, the largest circle is assigned to Bigtri i . The Bigtri i consists of four points, three points for the position of sensor nodes and one point for the circumcenter position of the largest empty circle. The data type of the Bigtri i is the (Tri) class. The C i is the position of the circumcenter of the largest empty circle. The C i is assigned to s i for using as the initial position of the new sensor node.
Before calculating the virtual force between a pair of sensor nodes in the largest empty circle, the distance threshold (D th ) is set under two conditions. 1) If the sensing range of the new sensor node is less than or equal to the sensing range of the paired node, the distance threshold (D th ) is set as two times of the sensing range of the new sensor node.
2) If the sensing range of the new sensor node is greater than the sensing range of the paired node, the distance threshold (D th ) is set as two times of the sensing range of the paired node. This adaptive (D th ) mechanism is proposed for the heterogeneous wireless sensor network which contains different sensor nodes in the sensing range and the communication range. This distance threshold (D th ) is used for controlling the space between the pair of sensor nodes.
Coefficient parameters which affect the moving distance of the new sensor node are the K a and K r . The K a and K r are set by the adaptive parameter tuning mechanism. Thus, there is no need to configure the K a and K r parameters. The description of the adaptive parameter tuning mechanism of the K a and K r is explained in Section IV-D. These coefficient parameters (K a , K r ) are used for controlling the moving distance between the pair of sensor nodes or controlling the moving distance of the repulsive force exerts by the obstacle.
The extended virtual force is applied in the DeVForce-AP to adjust the position of new sensor node inside the largest empty circle. The main algorithm of the DeVForce-AP applied the CALFORCE() procedure to calculate the virtual force that exerts the position of the new sensor node. The description of the CALFORCE() procedure is explained in Section IV-E. The DeVForce-AP terminates when the amount of sensor nodes is depleted. 
D. THE ADAPTIVE PARAMETER TUNING MECHANISM
In Equation 2, the virtual force calculation depends on the coefficient parameter values (i.e., K a and K r ). The values of these coefficient parameters affect the position of the new sensor node. In the traditional researches, the suitable values of the coefficient parameters are uncovered by a set experiments. These coefficient parameters have to be carefully set by the decision maker in the deployment process, so the proposed DevForce-AP is designed to eliminate this inconvenient by replacing the coefficient parameters (K a and K r ) with the calculated value (κ). The calculated value is calculated by Equation 1. This manner is called the adaptive parameter tuning mechanism (AP) in the DeVForce-AP algorithm.
calculates the coefficient parameters (K a and K r ). D th is the distance threshold and d ij is the Euclidean distance between a pair of sensor nodes.
E. THE EXTENDED VFA
The extended VFA calculates the force which exerts the position of the new sensor node in the largest empty circle. Equation 2 shows the VFA calculation ( F ij ) between the new sensor node (i) and the paired node (j). The vector
The d ij is the Euclidean distance between two sensor nodes (s i and s j ). The D th is a distance threshold. The K a and K r are the coefficient parameters in the attractive force and repulsive force calculation respectively. The ( F ij ) is equal to zero when the distance of the new sensor node and its paired node (d(i, j) ) is equal to the distance threshold (D th ). The extended VFA calculates the attractive force when the distance of the new sensor node and its paired node is greater than the distance threshold (d ij > D th ). On the other hand, the extended VFA calculates the repulsive force when the distance of the new sensor node and its paired node is less than the distance threshold (d ij < D th ). Figure 8 illustrates an example of virtual force calculation between a pair of sensor nodes. Node A, B, and C represent the sensor nodes which are already deployed in the area of interest. Each position of three SNs (A, B, and C) are used for the Delaunay triangulation constructing to find the largest empty circle. Node D is the new sensor node, which will be added to the network. Initially, node D is deployed at the circumcenter position in the largest circle. Then, the virtual force is computed by pairing node D with the other nodes (A, B, and C). The first calculation is the virtual force that is computed between node D and node A. The computed virtual force ( F DA ) is a repulsive force. Then, node D will be moved away from node A. The second calculation is the virtual force that is computed between node D and node B. The computed virtual force ( F DB ) is equal to zero (no force). Then, node D is still at the previous position. The third calculation is the virtual force that is computed between node D and node C. The computed virtual force ( F DC ) is an attractive force. Then, node D will be moved toward the location of node C.
Algorithm 5 represents the pseudo code for calculating the virtual force ( F ij ) between the new sensor node (i) and the paired node (j) or calculating the repulsive force exerts by the obstacle, called the CALFORCE() procedure. The inputs are two variables of the (Location) data type, D th , K a , K r , and Z parameters. The d ij is the Euclidean distance between two sensor nodes (s i and s j ) or the Euclidean distance between the sensor node (s i ) and the obstacle (o j ). The sensor node (s i ) and the obstacle (o j ) have the same (Location) data type. The (Boolean) Z parameter is used for identifying the virtual force that is exerted by the obstacle or the sensor node. In the case of the virtual force is exerted by the obstacle, if there are the obstacles in the largest circle (Z == 1), the DeVForce-AP will check the position of the new sensor node. If the position of the new sensor node is too close to the obstacle (d ij < D th ), only the repulsive force will be calculated by the extended VFA. When the virtual force is exerted by the sensor node, the CALFORCE() procedure calculates the virtual force by Equation 2.
F. THE COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF THE PROPOSED DeVForce-AP
This section discusses the computational complexity of the proposed DeVForce-AP. VOLUME 6, 2018 
The main algorithm of DeVForce-AP that shows in Section IV-B has two nested of a for loop. The computational complexity of the proposed DeVForce-AP is O(n 2 ) where n is a number of sensor nodes. When the number of sensor nodes is high value, the proposed DeVForce-AP takes a long time to execute. However, the O(n 2 ) complexity is acceptable. For example, given the number of sensor nodes is 50, 100, 500 and 1000 respectively. The complexity of the DeVForce-AP is 2500, 10000, 250000 and 1000000 respectively. It is observed that the growing rate of complexity function of the proposed DeVForce-AP is still linear transformation. Thus, the O(n 2 ) complexity is acceptable for many algorithms.
G. THE MAIN CONTRIBUTION OF THE PROPOSED DeVForce-AP
• The DeVForce-AP considers the sensing coverage and the network lifetime as research objectives simultaneously.
• The DeVForce-AP applies the Delaunay triangulation (D) and extended virtual force algorithm (eVForce) for achieving the research objectives.
• The DeVForce-AP combines the adaptive parameter tuning mechanism.
• The DeVForce-AP can be applied with heterogeneous or homogeneous sensor nodes.
• The DeVForce-AP can consider the presence of environmental obstacles in the WSN deployment.
• The computational complexity of DeVForce-AP is O(n 2 ).
V. SIMULATION EVALUATION
This section describes the simulation configurations and a set of simulation results to evaluate how DeVForce-AP contributes to the search for the appropriate position of each sensor node that achieves the research objectives.
A. PRELIMINARIES
Before starting and executing the proposed DeVForce-AP algorithm, this research was simulated under the following assumptions:
• The DeVForce-AP knows the position of deployed sensor nodes.
• The environmental obstacles presented in this research are formed as a polygon shape.
• An area of interest is formed as the two-dimensional plane.
• The wireless sensor network is heterogeneous.
B. SIMULATION CONFIGURATIONS
The implementation of the DeVForce-AP is based on the Java programming language. The initial of three sensor nodes are deployed in an area of interest by random deployment. The area of interest is 600x600 m 2 . There are four scenarios in this experiment as shown in Table 4 . Each scenario of the experiment consists of 40 sensor nodes in maximum. The physical property of the sensor nodes is shown in Table 2 . The WSN simulator in this research was carried out on the CupCabon 1 [46] for calculating the network lifetime. The flooding and gossiping algorithm [47] were implemented as the routing protocol to send and receive a data packet in the CupCabon. In flooding and gossiping algorithm, a sensor node receives a data packet and then broadcast the data packet to its neighbors. This process has been repeated until the data packet reaches to the BS or the number of hops is greater than a predefined value. Each sensor node measures its ambient conditions using its sensing unit and sends one packet per second. In this research, the media loss [48] is set to 5% of all incoming packets. The simulation parameters for the CupCabon and the DeVForce-AP are configured as shown in Table 3 . The energy consumption of data transmission (TX) and data receiving (RX) in each sensor node applies the standard of the IEEE 802.15.4 and ZigBee [49] . The initial energy of each sensor node is set to 19,160J that is the default energy of sensor node in the CupCabon. The TX uses energy 25.8 mA per packet and the RX uses energy 18.5mA per packet.
Although the DevForce-AP algorithm is able to place initial of three sensor nodes by random deployment, all deployment algorithms will be initiated with the fixed position of three sensor nodes for the accuracy of evaluation results in each deployment algorithm. An initial placement of three sensor nodes in an area of interest with an obstacle is deployed as shown in Figure 9 . The obstacle polygon is a positive sign that is located in the middle of the area of interest.
C. THE PERFORMANCE METRICS 1) THE GRID-BASED COVERAGE MODEL
In this research, a disk model [51] is applied as sensing range and communication range of each sensor node. The sensing range is denoted as R sensing . To assume that a sensor h is deployed in the coordinate (x h , y h ). For any point p in an area of interest, the Euclidean distance between sensor node h and a point p is denoted as d (h, p) . A binary detection model that expresses the sensing coverage of sensor h at point p is given as follows [52] :
Coverage (F cov ): F cov is the coverage ratio of all sensor nodes that were deployed in an area of interest. The area of interest is divided into X × Y grids.
Let S is a set of sensor nodes (s) that were deployed in the area of interest,
where x i , y i are the coordinate position (x, y) of the sensor node (i) in an area of interest. The F cov is calculated by Equation 5:
where (X × Y ) denotes the number of the total grids in the area of interest. If the point in the area of interest is covered by any sensor nodes, the binary detection model is counted only one time as shown in Equation 3.
2) THE NETWORK LIFETIME Network Lifetime (F nt ): F nt is the time period that starts from the first data packet is transmitted to the BS (Time first ) until the last data packet is received by the BS (Time last ) as shown in Equation 6 .
In general, the network lifetime on other researches is defined as the time at which the first sensor node runs out of energy to send a packet. But, the definition of the network lifetime in this research is the difference because when the first sensor node runs out of its energy, there are other routes that can send a data packet to the BS. The other routes can be periodically generated by the routing protocol. The data packet will have a chance that can be transmitted to the BS. Normally, when the decision maker deploys sensor nodes to gather some information in an area of interest, all of the deployed sensor nodes should be work until runs out of its energy. The network lifetime in this research is calculated by CupCabon WSN simulator [46] .
D. THE SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the simulation results of the proposed DeVForce-AP algorithm are discussed. The results of the proposed DeVForce-AP algorithm are compared in six metrics as following: 1) the impact of impact of the parameter values (K a , K r ) in the DeVForce-AP algorithm, 2) the result of the adaptive parameter tuning mechanism in the DeVForce-AP algorithm, 3) the deployment characteristics, 4) the investigation of data packets transmission 5) the scenario exploration, and 6) the dominant of the deployment objectives. Figure 10 shows how the coefficient parameters (K a , K r ) affect the coverage ratio. The coverage ratio is one of the designed research objectives. The values of the coefficient parameters are starting from 0.1 to 1, with increased by 0.1 at each step. However, the coverage ratio does not linearly increase by the values of the coefficient parameters. It is concluded that the variation of the coefficient parameters is not correlated with the value of the coverage ratio. This behavior is the same as Figure 11 . The variation of the coefficient parameters is not correlated with the value of the network lifetime. Therefore, before executing the DeVForce, a user must set the appropriate values of the coefficient parameters manually. Figure 12 shows how the coefficient parameters (K a , K r ) affect the average number of neighbors. The average number of neighbors indicates the density of the sensor nodes placement in the area of interest. The high value of average number of neighbors makes the network lifetime long-lasting. It can be seen that the variation of the coefficient parameters is not correlated with the value of the average number of neighbors. A user must set appropriate values of the coefficient parameters manually too.
1) THE PARAMETER IMPACTS
2) THE RESULTS OF THE ADAPTIVE PARAMETER TUNING MECHANISM
The adaptive parameter tuning mechanism (AP) in the DeVForce-AP algorithm is the mechanism to automatically adjust the parameter values. Thus, there is no need to identify the values of the coefficient parameters (K a , K r ). Table 5 shows the results of the proposed algorithm without the adaptive parameter tuning mechanism (DeVForce) compared to the results of the proposed algorithm (DeVForce-AP). The results are compared in the metrics of the coverage ratio, the network lifetime, and the average number of neighbors. The coverage ratio of two deployment algorithms appear to be nearby in proximity, but the DeVForce-AP is more convenient so there is no need to configure the coefficient parameters (K a , K r ). The network lifetime of the DeVForce-AP is less than the DeVForce because there is a trade-off between the sensing coverage and the network lifetime. The average number of neighbors (AVG(Neighbor)) of the DeVForce-AP seems to be more suitable than the DeVForce because the perfect hexagon deployment is the best sensor node placement model [53] . The perfect hexagon deployment has exactly 6 neighbors of each sensor node.
3) THE DEPLOYMENT CHARACTERISTICS Figure 13 shows the deployment characteristics of four deployment algorithms for heterogeneous sensor nodes with the obstacle. The four deployment algorithms are 1) the random deployment, 2) the traditional Delaunay triangulation deployment (T-DE), 3) the traditional virtual force R. Kuawattanaphan et al.: Novel Heterogeneous Wireless Sensor Node Deployment Algorithm deployment (T-VFA), and 4) the DeVForce-AP deployment algorithm.
The random deployment places 40 sensor nodes in an area of interest by random deployment. The T-DE applies the Delaunay triangulation method to find the largest empty circle. After the T-DE found the largest empty circle, the T-DE places a new sensor node at the circumcenter position of the largest empty circle. The T-DE terminates when an amount of sensor nodes is depleted. The T-VFA applies attractive or repulsive force to adjust the position of sensor nodes.
In Figure 13 , the red dotted circle represents the sensing range of each sensor node. The arrow line represents the connection between the sensor nodes. The result of each deployment algorithm shows the deployment characteristics. The results show that the DeVForce-AP deployment algorithm outperforms the other deployment algorithms in term of the coverage ratio and the network lifetime.
In Figure 13 [D], the DeVForce-AP tries to scatter the sensor nodes over the area of interest while considering the network connectivity at the same time. The network connectivity affects the network lifetime. Thus, if the deployment algorithm can find an appropriate network connectivity of sensor nodes, the network lifetime will be long-lived.
In Figure 13 [A], there are some isolated networks [31] that occurred in the random deployment. The isolated network is a small group of sensor nodes, especially that these sensor nodes will be placed near other nodes. This small group cannot communicate with other groups and cannot send the data packets to the BS. Therefore, there will be some remaining nodes which are not in the isolated network. These remaining nodes can communicate and send the data packets to the BS. It causes a low value of the coverage ratio and the network lifetime. Similarly, the T-DE in Figure 13 [B], some of the sensor nodes can send the data packets to the BS. Because of some sensor nodes in the T-DE is placed outside the area of interest depending on the circumcenter position in the largest empty circle. It causes a good value of the coverage ratio, but it causes a low value of the network lifetime. On the contrary, the T-VFA in Figure 13 [C] tries to find a new position of each sensor node with D th parameter. It causes a good value of the network lifetime, but it causes a low value of the coverage ratio.
4) THE INVESTIGATION OF DATA PACKETS TRANSMISSION
This section compares the solution of the DeVForce-AP algorithm with other deployment algorithms including 1) the random deployment (Random), 2) the traditional Delaunay triangulation deployment (T-DE), and 3) The traditional virtual force deployment (T-VFA). Figure 14 shows the data packets that were received at the BS. This is known as the data transmission success rate. If the simulation time is longer, the number of the data packets from each node should gradually decrease. In other words, if the run time period increases, some of the sensor nodes will run out of battery. In this Figure 14 , the random deployment and the T-DE begin with receiving the data packets from some sensor nodes. Indeed, there is some isolated networks that occur in the random deployment. Some sensor nodes of the T-DE is placed outside an area of interest depending on the circumcenter position in the largest empty circle. Thus, it can be observed that both random deployment and T-DE will not have been receiving a variety of the data packets of sensor nodes. On the contrary, the T-VFA and the DeVForce-AP will have been receiving more variety of the data packets of sensor nodes. While the data packets are receiving at the BS, the data packets of DeVForce-AP will decrease but slower than the data packets of T-VFA. In other words, sensor nodes in the DeVForce-AP ran out of battery slower than the T-VFA. It can conclude that the DeVForce-AP outperforms other deployment algorithms in term of the network lifetime. Figure 15 shows the number of alive sensor nodes. When the simulation time is increased, the number of alive sensor nodes should be decreased. All of four deployment algorithms begin with 40 sensor nodes. The random deployment occurs the isolated networks. That why, the number of sensor nodes in random deployment is less than other deployment algorithms. In this Figure 15 , the DeVForce-AP and the T-VFA have the number of alive sensor nodes more than the T-DE and the random deployment. However, the number of alive sensor nodes in the DeVForce-AP is slightly better than the T-VFA. It can conclude that the DeVForce-AP has more alive sensor nodes than other deployment algorithms in any simulation time.
5) THE SCENARIO EXPLORATION
This section compares the solution of the DeVForce-AP with other deployment algorithms including 1) the random deployment (Random), 2) the traditional Delaunay triangulation deployment (T-DE), and 3) The traditional virtual force deployment (T-VFA). Figure 16 -18 is a bar chart that shows the coverage ratio, the network lifetime and the average neighbor of four deployment algorithms in four experimental scenarios. The four experimental scenarios are shown in Table 4 . It can be observed that the DeVForce-AP is able to find the solutions with a higher value than other deployment algorithms in term of the coverage ratio and the network lifetime in all experimental scenarios. Furthermore, the DeVForce-AP allows the coverage ratio for all scenarios to be close in proximity. In other words, no matter what the sensor node is homogeneous or heterogeneous and an area of interest with or without obstacle, it does not affect the DeVForce-AP to find a good solution.
The T-DE allows a good value in term of the coverage ratio because it finds the largest empty circle and places new sensor node in the circumcenter position. The disadvantage of the T-DE is a connectivity between any two sensor nodes because the distance between an adjacent pair of sensor nodes is longer than the communication range of sensor node in the adjacent pair. It causes shortlived the network lifetime. On the other hand, a T-VFA with D th parameter allows a good value in term of the network lifetime because the D th parameter considers a distance between two sensor nodes for locating a new position of each sensor node. This manner takes a good connectivity that makes the network lifetime long-lasting. In the random deployment, sensor nodes are placed by randomly deployed and occurs some isolated networks. It allows a minimum value of both the coverage ratio and the network lifetime. The DeVForce-AP is able to find the solutions that have exactly 6 neighbors of each sensor node in all experimental scenarios.
6) THE DOMINANT OBJECTIVES OF SOLUTIONS
This section compares the solution of the DeVForce-AP with other deployment algorithms including 1) the random deployment (Random), 2) the traditional Delaunay triangulation deployment (T-DE), and 3) The traditional virtual force deployment (T-VFA). Figure 19 -22 show the dominant objectives of solutions in four experimental scenarios. The four experimental scenarios are shown in Table 4 . In all experimental scenarios, the solutions of the proposed DeVForce-AP dominate other deployment algorithms in term of the coverage ratio and the network lifetime. The coverage ratio and the network lifetime are the research objectives. The proposed DeVForce-AP tries to balance these two research objectives simultaneously. The X-axis shows a value of the network lifetime and The Y-axis shows a value of the coverage ratio. The solution of the proposed DeVForce-AP is better than other deployment algorithms in all experimental scenarios. In other words, no matter what the sensor node is homogeneous or heterogeneous and an area of interest with or without obstacle, it does not affect the DeVForce-AP to find a good solution.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This research focuses on the deployment algorithm for heterogeneous sensor nodes in an area of interest with an obstacle. The DeVForce-AP is proposed and applied the Delaunay triangulation method with the extended virtual forcebased method to eliminate the largest coverage hole while the DeVForce-AP is still considering connectivity between any two sensor nodes and avoid the presence of environmental obstacles. The DeVForce-AP considers the sensing coverage VOLUME 6, 2018 and the network lifetime as the research objectives simultaneously. The DeVForce-AP adapts D th parameter for heterogeneous sensor nodes. Also, the DeVForce-AP algorithm contains the adaptive parameter tuning mechanism. Thus, there is no need to identify the value of the coefficient parameters (K a , K r ). Moreover, the computational complexity of the proposed DeVForce-AP is O(n 2 ). The simulation results show that DeVForce-AP works properly with the deployment of sensor nodes and the DeVForce-AP algorithm can find a set of appropriate positions of sensor nodes for heterogeneous WSN in the area of interest with an obstacle. The solutions of the DeVForce-AP outperform the other deployment algorithms in term of the coverage ratio and the network lifetime in all experimental scenarios.
The future direction of this research is to compare the performance of the proposed DeVForce-AP with other wellknown deployment algorithms and the analytical proofs will be reported. The wireless sensor node installation in the real world applications will be the next step. The various number of sensor nodes can be considered.
